V9 Series Network Printer Function
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The V9 series now supports network printers.
Whether you have a wired LAN or wireless LAN environment, printing is possible from anywhere as long as
you have Ethernet.

Network printer
Hard copies, data sheet printing, and sample printing* are possible via Ethernet.
By the conventional USB or serial printer connection, only one V9 series unit could be
connected to a printer. The network printer function on the other hand allows sharing of a
printer between multiple V9 series unit with very simple connection work!
* A function for printing collected log data.

BEFORE

Because printers cannot be shared, multiple printers are necessary which means more
necessary space and costs.

Connecting each and every printer
is bothersome.
Maintenance of all printers is a
burden.

Factory

Resolve such trouble using the
network printer function* of the V9 series!
* Available with only EPSON ESC/P-R

AFTER

Printers can be shared by using the factory intranet!

Ethernet

HUB

Printing jobs for multiple V9 series units can be
done by a single network printer installed in the
office!
This means reductions in both maintenance
hours and costs!
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Administrator
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Paper is a source of dust and therefore can't be taken into a cleanroom.
Use this function to print out daily reports from a printer in the office!
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OK

There’s no worry about dust! After printing, just get the administrator’s approval!

Merits of a Network Printer

(1) Cost reduction
Consolidate all printing jobs to one printer!
(2) Maintenance hours reduction
Consolidate all ink and toner replacements to one
printer!
No need to collect printouts from multiple locations!
(3) Easy connection*
Zero cable connections if using wireless LAN!
* Only for models which support wireless LAN
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